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Happy new year
from Neighbourhood Watch Scotland
First off, we’d like to wish you all a very happy new
year from all of us at Neighbourhood Watch Scotland.
2015 is off to a busy start for us, with
a move to a new office in Stirling just
down the road from the old office.
Our new address and phone number
are at the bottom of this article. The
new space is much better suited to our
needs and we are all settling in well.
Maybe we’ll see some of you here in
the near future.
2015 promises to be an exciting year
for Neighbourhood Watch Scotland.
Amongst other things, we will be
releasing the updated version of the
Safer Communities, Safer Scotland
booklet and continuing to work with
partners to bring you information and
advice on safety in your area. Late
last year, Perth and Kinross launched
their Rural Watch website, which
works in conjunction with our Alert
system. We’re talking to a few more
areas about using Alert to send local
messages, and we’ll keep you posted
on our progress.
We know you’re doing great work
locally too. For example, a watch in
Denny is working with The Big Lunch
to demonstrate how beneficial it can
be for a Neighbourhood Watch to
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host a Big Lunch. We’ll bring you more
news on that as it progresses.

What’s in this issue?
There’s more info on The Big Lunch
later in the newsletter, and you’ll see
how easy it can be to run a Big Lunch
and the benefits that this can bring to
your community. There’s also news on
an exciting venture called Big Lunch
Extras which provides opportunities
for learning new skills.
Our partners at SEPA have provided
information on Floodline – topical
at this time of year - explaining how
you can get advanced notice of
flooding in your area and advice
on how to be prepared.
Streetbank, rated by the Times as
one of 50 websites you can’t live
without, is a great way to find out
what skills and resources your
neighbours have and how you can
help others, which is a great link
for Neighbourhood Watch!
We’ve also got an update from
our partners at the Scottish
Business Resilience Centre on
the consequences of metal theft
@nwatchscotland

(which costs the UK £770 million a
year) and how you can prevent it in
your community.
Elsewhere in the newsletter, Action for
Children Scotland tell us about their
award winning service that protects
young people from becoming involved
in serious organised crime groups.
Finally, we’ve provided a link to
information on changes to the laws
about domestic CCTV that really is a
must read if you or someone in your
community is thinking of installing
CCTV.
Happy New Year from The
Neighbourhood Watch Scotland team
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Neighbourhood
Swap?
If you’ve been feeling the
hangover of Christmas this year
– jeans and wallet are a bit tight,
you’ve got unwanted presents
hanging around, or you’re just
wanting to have a good clear
out, Streetbank.com could be
just the thing for you.
Rated by the Times as one of
the 50 websites you can’t live
without, Streetbank is a clever yet
simple site that shows you all the
things and skills your neighbours
are offering.
Every day people are sharing
things – lending things like
handy DIY and gardening tools
that sit idle most of the year
and giving old books, furniture
and children’s toys away while
helping each other out with
things like CV writing, dog
walking and French lessons.
Sound good? Visit
www.streetbank.com and
contact Kate at kate@
streetbank.com if you want a
bit of help to get things going
in your area.

of all residential properties in Scotland
are at risk of flooding from rivers, the sea
or heavy rainfall in urban areas.

Sign up to Floodline now to get free
flood messages direct to your phone
Floodline Scotland is a free 24/7 telephone and website service that
can give you advanced notice of flooding in your area and advice on
how to be prepared.
Floodline is operated by the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency (SEPA)
and once you’re registered, you will
be sent a message to your mobile
or landline phone when flooding is
predicted. Messages can be sent at
any time of day, helping to keep you
informed when it matters.
Sign up now to receive messages direct
to your phone by visiting
www.floodlinescotland.org.uk.

You can also keep up to date with
flooding news in Scotland by signing
up to our brand new newsletter. Our
quarterly publication will provide a voice
for flooding information in Scotland
bringing you a
roundup of new
projects, research
and articles from
the industry. Sign
up now!

Changes to the law on CCTV
The European Court of Justice (ECJ) recently concluded that personal
data attained from public spaces (e.g. a lane outside a house) with
home CCTV systems will no longer get a domestic purpose exemption.
Drivers who use monitoring devices
(for insurance purposes) will also no
longer be covered by the exemption.
The same goes for cyclists with helmet
cameras.
What this means in practice is that a
lot of domestic CCTV systems, car and
cycle cameras will have to comply with
the Data Protection Act, doubly so if
images are posted online or given to
someone else.
The law is likely to require some
changes so stay tuned for updates.
If you’d like to read more guidance
on CCTV, visit the ICO’s (Information
Commissioner’s Office) website at
https://ico.org.uk/for-the-public/cctv/.
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Metal theft
Some people see it as a petty crime, you may think that you don’t have any metal worth stealing;
others don’t even know the crime exists.
This is a widespread problem and is
costing the UK economy £770 million
a year. Insurance companies are
paying out over £1 million a week
to customers who have had metal
stolen which then has a knock-on
effect to the cost of insurance for
everyone.
There is an “Aladdin’s Cave” of metal
in your community which could be
vulnerable to theft and the effects
are not limited to just financial cost.
Transport delays, power cuts and loss
of communications can all stem from
the theft of a piece of metal or cable.
Knowing how to recognise potential
risk and prevent theft could save you
and your community from financial
and personal loss. Here are some of
the very real repercussions of metal
theft:
A back-up generator failed to start
at a Glasgow hospital following the
attempted theft of two 132,000 volt
cables.
A gas explosion, which wrecked a
row of houses in West Yorkshire,
has been linked to the theft of 		
copper piping. Two Fire Fighters
were hurt at this incident.
A village near Chester suffered
a communications blackout 		
affecting homes, schools and the
doctor’s surgery after thieves stole
underground telecom cables.
280 homes were without power
after 4 metres of cable was stolen
from a substation in Gourock one person was treated for smoke
inhalation after fires broke out in 4
houses as a result of the power
surge.
During a check on a block of flats
in Glasgow it was found that all the
metal dry risers (which pump water
up from the ground floor) had been
cut through and stolen. If there had
been a fire in any of the flats above
the first floor then the fire services
would not have had any access to
water.
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Thieves stole all the copper piping
and the boiler from an upper flat
causing significant flooding to 		
the premises below. They also 		
cut through the live gas pipe which
resulted in three families having to
be temporarily rehomed.
Train services have been delayed
by up to 117 hours every week as
a result of thefts of track and signal
cable.
Other metal thefts you should be
aware of at community level:
Catalytic converters are being 		
targeted by thieves due to the
precious metals contained within
the system such as platinum, 		
palladium and rhodium. The easiest
way to get at the converter is to cut
off and remove the entire exhaust.
Vacant properties are highly-sought
after by criminals. As they are
empty, thieves can take more time
to strip out every available bit of

metal and cable within the 		
structure.
Faith related buildings are also
at risk. The theft of lead, copper,
stainless steel roof coverings, 		
lightning conductors and 		
rain water pipes has had a massive
impact on these buildings. It is not
just the theft of the materials that
causes the damage – water
seepage and damage to brick work
add to the overall cost of repairs
with some artefacts which cannot
be replaced being damaged
beyond repair. In particular 		
heartless acts, plaques from war
memorials and cemeteries are also
being stolen.
Rural homes and businesses, 		
which are not on the gas mains
and rely on tanked gas and 		
cylinders, are an increasing focus
for organised criminals. Over 		
200,000 gas cylinders were stolen in
2013.

A burnt out power sub-station. The theft of cable caused
a power overload which in turn started the fire.

At the Scottish Business Resilience
Centre (SBRC) our aim is to create
a secure Scotland for business to
flourish in.
Supported by Police Scotland, Scottish Government, Scottish Fire
and Rescue and working in partnership with organisations such as
Neighbourhood Watch, we are aware of the effect business and the
economy has on our communities and so it is in all our interests to
improve their security and wellbeing.

@nwatchscotland
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There are lots of things that can make you
feel safer in your local area, but one of them
is undoubtedly knowing your neighbours
better and looking out for one another. I
run a campaign here in Scotland called The
Big Lunch. Its aim is very simple - to bring
neighbours together on one day a year to have
lunch with each other.

For all its simplicity, we now know
after running the campaign for 7 years
that it really does help, with 90% of
people telling us they feel better about
their area afterwards and two thirds
meeting new people and staying in
touch with them.
We try to make it as easy to take part
as possible too. There’s a special Big
Lunch date – the first Sunday in June
to make it easy to diary (this year it
falls on the 7th) but you are welcome
to use another date if that suits you
better. Our free pack comes complete
with posters and invites with space for
you to fill in your own details, and we
have lots of editable, downloadable
resources to help you get your own

event off the ground.
The hardest part about it can be
knocking on people’s doors to begin
with, but that in itself can be the
beginning of a stronger community
where you live. Our packs will be
available from the end of January
at www.biglunch.com and we look
forward to seeing your photos and
hearing your stories. Who knows?
Your Lunch might be featured on our
blog at www.thebiglunchers.com in
the coming year!
Let’s raise a toast to stronger
communities.
Emily Watts is the Scotland Manager for
The Big Lunch campaign.

Big Lunch Extras
The Big Lunch just got bigger: FREE
training for Scottish volunteers at
the Eden Project
Following The Big Lunch’s success
comes a second exciting project,
also funded by the Big Lottery Fund:
Big Lunch Extras - a free training
programme to help volunteers
run good community projects – in
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Scotland and right across the UK. That
could be anything from befriending
and waste reduction schemes to
events and community gardens,
festivals or kitchens.
It starts with an all-expenses paid
three-day residential training event at
the Eden Project in Cornwall. Sound
good?

@nwatchscotland

If you think you or someone
in your Watch or community
could benefit from this
opportunity, visit www.
biglunchextras.com for more
info and to apply for a place.

@neighbourhoodwatchscotland
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extras
case study

Marie Greenhalgh –
Wythenshawe
Marie’s project addresses loneliness and
isolation for older people who are living in
her community.
Her inspiration came from working in a similar paid
position near to where she lives. Marie describes, “I
was getting referrals to my project for lonely people
from Wythenshawe, my home town, but I was unable
to accept them because the funding didn’t allow it”.
Feeling increasingly uncomfortable about this, Marie
took the brave decision to leave her job and set up a
project in her neighbourhood.
Initially she coordinated and trained volunteers to
visit older people in their homes, befriending them
and supporting them with everyday tasks. Marie was
keen to do more though and says, “I was at a bit of a
cross roads, feeling a bit overwhelmed by what I had
taken on. However after joining the Big Lunch Extras
Programme and attending the camp at the Eden
project, I went back with renewed vigour and got a
community coffee morning off the ground in my local
pub.”
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Marie says the pub “was a place for younger people to
gather and did not engage and attract volunteers and
elderly people”. Now they hold weekly coffee mornings
for isolated elderly people and their families, this is a
chance to come together and socialise and also Marie
arranges for local services to attend in an informal
setting. Stylists, opticians, solicitors and a pharmacist
are regularly available with more services interested.
As people’s confidence grows more is starting to
happen. Marie says “people have started arranging
to meet independently and asking if they can go on
outings”.
Marie is really excited about the future of her project.
She has now applied for and started to receive
funding. In the autumn she is hoping to establish
a Community Interest Company - the Generation
Project.
For more information please contact Marie
Greenhalgh: thegpprojects@live.co.uk

@neighbourhoodwatchscotland
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By diverting young people
from crime, we can protect
them and the communities
in which they live

Comment piece from Paul Carberry, director of service development at Action for Children
Scotland and chair of the ‘divert’ strategy of the Serious Organised Crime Taskforce
When most people think about the
work of children’s charities they do
not imagine us holding activities
to keep groups of teens off the
streets, or helping young men plan
for their release from prison, or
preventing children from being
groomed by serious organised
crime groups. But at Action for
Children Scotland all of this forms
an important part of what we do
– alongside our more traditional
services such as family support,
short break care for disabled
children, young carers projects and
homeless accommodation – and it
is work that I am very proud of.
We want to stop children from
making bad decisions when they
are still too young to understand
the risks and consequences. And
when they do make bad decisions,
we want to give them the tools
and support they need to get their
lives back on track. This doesn’t just
benefit the young people we work
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with – it benefits their families, the
communities in which they live, and
our country as a whole.
One example of this is our Moving
On service, which currently
operates in Renfrewshire,
Inverclyde, East Ayrshire and the
Highlands. Our staff engage with
young men as they leave prison,
helping them to overcome practical
problems (such as homelessness,
employability and addiction),
as well as emotional issues so
that they can rebuild their lives.
Importantly this service significantly
reduces rates of reoffending – 85
per cent of the young people we
work with do not return to prison,
compared to a national average of
45 per cent.
Last year we took on a significant
new challenge when we launched
a service which protects young
people in Glasgow who are being
groomed by serious organised

@nwatchscotland

crime groups. We are already
seeing positive results: there has
been a change in the offending
patterns of the young people
involved in the service, with
specialist police reporting that
some have completely turned
their back on criminal activity.
We secured funding from the
Government’s CashBack for
Communities program to put some
of these boys through college
and they graduated just before
Christmas – the perfect end to what
has been a life changing year.
People shouldn’t be surprised that
a children’s charity works with
young people who are involved
in or on the fringes of crime. By
stopping vulnerable young people
from ruining their own lives, we
are also protecting communities by
preventing them from ruining the
lives of those around them.

@neighbourhoodwatchscotland
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Highland Perthshire Rural Watch launched
Perth and Kinross Community Safety Partnership encompassing Perth and Kinross Council,
Police Scotland and Scottish Fire and Rescue Service along with several other partner agencies
- Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE), Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA), National
Farmers Union (NFU), Scottish Gamekeepers Association and Pitlochry Neighbourhood Watch
Association presented a new Rural Watch partnership for Highland Perthshire in October.
Rural Watch is part of the
Neighbourhood Watch Scotland
network and operates specifically to
support local residents, businesses
and farms in the Highland
Perthshire Council ward area.
One of the main aims of the scheme
is to improve communications
between the local community,
police and other Community Safety
Partnership agencies working in
the area. Sharing information and
advice can help prevent crimes,
make the gathering of information
simpler and help link together a
community spread across a wide
geographic area.
An email network hosted through
the same web platform as
Neighbourhood Watch Scotland
makes the process of sharing alerts
and advice even easier.
Councillor Michael Williamson, a
member of the Highland Perthshire
Rural Watch project group and
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one of the local elected members
for Highland Perthshire, said: "I
am delighted that the Community
Safety Partnership has been able
to work with Police Scotland and
Neighbourhood Watch Scotland to
introduce a Rural Watch scheme for
Highland Perthshire. Rural Watch is
aimed at reducing the fear of crime
as well as actual criminal activity
in the area. Most importantly by
signing up to the scheme and
receiving regular updates, local
residents and businesses can be
reassured on crime trends and
activity from a trusted source rather
than relying on rumour.
"The Rural Watch network will also
be a fantastic source of advice on
how to protect your property, and in
winter Rural Watch will also play an
important role in sharing weather
warning information and advice for
some of our most rural residents."

@nwatchscotland

Community Sergeant Amanda
Nicolson, also a member of the
Project Group, said “The Highland
Perthshire Community Policing
Team is proud to be part of this
new and innovative initiative
which builds upon the success of
the police Rural Watch Scheme in
Kinross-shire launched in 2013.
As winter approaches, residents in
Highland Perthshire will not only
receive emails from the police on
crime and crime prevention which
could cover anything from fuel/
machinery thefts, wildlife crime,
vandalisms or reports of suspicious
activity but will also benefit from
information from several other
agencies all with the aim of keeping
the community safe. If the initiative
proves to be a success, as we hope
it will, then there may be scope
to use it as a blueprint for further
roll out in Perth and Kinross, in the
future.”

@neighbourhoodwatchscotland
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Protect Friends and Family From Scams
Scams are, unfortunately, a problem year round so make sure your
friends and family have the information they need to stay safe. Here’s
some good advice and useful links from Police Scotland
carrying out the transfer.
What is Fraud
Buying and Selling Online
Fraud is a crime in which some kind of
deception is used for personal gain.
A high proportion of online fraud is
perpetrated via online classified services
Fraud is sometimes also referred to by
such as Gumtree and on auction sites
other names such as a scam or con.
such as Ebay. The easiest way to stay
Advice for Victims of Fraud
safe when buying and selling on these
If your bank or credit card accounts have
sites is to buy and sell locally. If you are
been compromised, contact your bank
buying, go and see the item at the seller’s
and tell them you suspect you have been
address along with a friend or family
the victim of a fraud.
member.
If you receive correspondence from
If you are selling an item, only accept
companies about applications or
cash or other secure payment and do
accounts that you do not recognise,
not post the item to a buyer until the
contact the relevant companies
money has been received. There are
immediately and advise them.
scams where the fraudster sends an
Report the fraud to Police Scotland on
email to the seller that appears to be
101.
from an online payment site such as
Keep a note of any telephone numbers,
Paypal. The email advises that payment
emails or other correspondence you
has been received and it is safe to post
have had with the fraudster.
the item. Always verify the email address
and check directly with the payment site.
Consider contacting a credit reference
agency to review your credit report. If
Be especially careful when purchasing
you notice any unauthorised activity
expensive items such as vehicles and
contact the organisations involved, as
machinery online and when buying
soon as possible.
concert tickets.
If you have been a victim of fraud be
If you have been the victim of a scam, as
aware your details might be sold on
well as contacting the police, contact the
to other fraudsters who might make
selling site.
contact with you in an attempt to make
Loans
you part with more money.
If you are applying for a loan via a loan
This is most common in the case of
brokerage site or through a payday
victims of share scams.
Fraudsters often call up the victim of
Remember
such scams advising they can get the
Ensure you have adequate anti-virus
victim’s money back for a fee.
protection on your computer and
Other useful advice
keep software up to date.
Be wary of clicking on links or web
If you have been asked by a vendor,
pages especially links in unsolicited
landlord, loan company or someone
emails.
you have met on a dating site, to send
Never give out login details in an
money by a money transfer service (eg.
email or over the phone, no matter
bank transfer, Ukash voucher, Western
how genuine you think the request
Union or Moneygram), please read the
is.
advice provided by these companies
Be wary of the information you are
and online advertising sites (eg.
Gumtree, Ebay) before

Neighbourhood Watch Scotland SCIO
Office 23, Enterprise House, Springkerse Business Park,
Stirling, FK7 7UF, Tel No: 01786 463732
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lender please be advised that legitimate
companies will not ask for you to pay
advance fees into a personal bank
account or by money vouchers such as
Ukash.
Beware of illegal money lenders and
report any suspicions to the Police or
confidentially to www.stoploansharks.
org.uk
Lottery and Inheritance Scams Useful
Links
There are numerous scams relating
to non-existent lottery wins and
unexpected inheritance.
In the lottery scam the fraudsters send
out letters to members of the public
with promises of large lottery wins
and advice not to mention the win
to anyone. The victim is encouraged
to phone or fax the fraudster and is
thereafter instructed to pay various
‘fees’ to release the win.
The inheritance scam generally
involves a letter being sent to the
victim advising that someone with the
same surname has died in a foreign
country and left a large inheritance
but no beneficiary. The fraudster tries
to get the victim to make contact with
a view to moving the nonexistent
money. Of course demands for
banking details or fees follow.
giving out on social networking sites
(contact details, date of birth etc).
Do not include your birth date or
address in your email address.
When you are finished with 		
personal or financial documents,
shred them before you throw them
out.
Be wary of cold calls. If in doubt, just
hang up and never give out 		
personal or financial information if
you are unsure who you are dealing
with.

